
Neuron makes collateral management in option strategies easy and flexible.



INTRO

Neuron is a DeFi option protocol that allows users to gain 
double-layered returns with option strategies. Funds are 
deposited as liquidity in money markets while serving as option 
collateral. 

$1B+
Current DeFi Options TVL

500%+
YoY DeFi Options TVL growth

http://neuronfund.io
https://defillama.com/protocols/options


PROBLEM

Option trader collateralizes every short 
position with funds that are locked in 
contract or deposited to centralized 
exchange accounts. 

In both cases, collateral stays idle for the 
whole time until expiry.

User is exposed to the opportunity cost of 
not utilizing the collateral for additional 
yield. 



Collateral serves as a guarantee of proper 
contract execution for the option buyer.

In Neuron, funds collateralize European 
options and are sent to a liquidity market. 
Users can choose a money market of 
choice according to their preferences.

This opens the range of possibilities no 
other web3 protocol has yet unveiled.

SOLUTION: FLEXIBLE YIELD-BEARING OPTION



Neuron structured products allow gaining 
yield with option strategies (5-20% APY) while 
earning additional return in Curve liquidity 
pools for liquidity providing  (3-20% APY). The 
final yield is summarised.

Users can use any yield farming strategy for 
the collaterals and compose it with an option 
selling strategy.

An example flow on the right side: 
- user deposits an asset 
- user chooses Curve liq pool for additional 
return

- backed options are used in automated  
strategy

PRODUCT: OPTION STRATEGIES

ETH sent to any Curve pool to accrue 
liquidity farming yield

User deposits asset to Neuron Option 
Pool, e.g. ETH

Return is composed of Curve pool 
yield and option strategy payoff

“Wrapped” ETH token collateralises 
options in option strategies



USER ACQUISITION

 Attracting Curve/Convex liquidity farmers to option selling

Rationale: Yield from option strategies, increased APY

🏦 Attracting users from projects with option strategies: 
Ribbon/Friktion/Katana

Rationale: Flexible choice of liquidity market according to 
user’s preference, refined/increased APY

$ 20B
Convex TVL

$ 500M
Option strategies market



Neuron Pools generate option liquidity for 
tokens. In Neuron, any DAO-approved project 
can incentivise deposits in the Option Pool on 
its token to improve the outflow of puts or calls.

PROTOCOL-TO-PROTOCOL INTEGRATIONS

          Example

Incentives Puts, calls
Uniswap DAO can decide to add UNI rewards for deposits 
in UNI Covered Call pool on Neuron. 
UNI tokens will be distributed as rewards to depositors 
proportional to their share and time in that option pool.
Option pool sells call options every round, so Uniswap will 
increase liquidity for call options on its token.



COMPETITORS

Neuron StakeDAO Ribbon

   Profit sharing ✅ ✅ 🚫

   Collaterals flexibly earn interest ✅ 🚫 🚫

   Options can be traded on DEXes ✅ 🚫 leverages 
opyn.co

   Multi-chain support ✅ 🚫 ✅

   Protocol-to-protocol integrations ✅ 🚫 ✅



NEURON: BUSINESS MODEL 

🏦  Option strategies
● Performance fee for option strategy and yield-bearing collateral
● Management fee

📑  Options
● Performance fee for yield-bearing collateral



🤝

Thank you!
See next slides for in-depth supplemental data.



NEURON: RISKS

● Liquidity market risk (e.g., some stablecoin loses its peg)
● Entire Curve protocol risk (protocol hack)

● Markets for collateral management are risk-rated

● Risky markets (e.g. UST is riskier than LUSD) are capped at lower amounts

● In case of a black swan event and ITM expiration, most of collateralization is 
still safe, and damaged part is compensated by protocol reserve

  Risks

  Risk management



Appendix: PROTOCOL CHART



Appendix: STRATEGIES



Appendix: BUSINESS MODEL IN-DEPTH

DAO token veNEUR is 
obtained by vote-locking 
NEUR (the more the lock, 
the higher the value)

veNEUR represents one’s balance of NEURs that have been time-locked, 

weighed for the time remaining in the lock. The number of veNEURs and 

subsequently voting power decrease linearly over time.

Longer lock = more 
revenue accrual and more 
profitable NEUR-ETH 
liquidity mining

Users can time-lock NEUR tokens to:

• Receive up to 2.5x more NEUR returns in NEUR-ETH liquidity mining

• Be entitled to a proportional share of protocol's revenue, distributed 

weekly



Appendix: VESTING

NEUR incentives
DAO treasury

Team
Contributors

Early backers

30%
23%
25%

5%
17%

INITIAL 

SUPPLY

DAO Treasury Multisig: linearly vested over a year. Managed by 
the DAO-enacted treasury multisig.

NEUR Incentives for Users: half (15% of Total Supply) is linearly 
vested during the first year, 1/(2^n) is released on year n after the 
protocol launch

Team | Contributors | Early backers: lockup cliff of 12 months 
since project launch, and then linear vesting over 2 years

EMISSION




